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Suggested Rewording

Students can continue to consider the question How did
531 colonization work?
in order to understand the concrete results of colonization in a
532 variety of
geographic contexts. Colonizers introduced new infrastructures,
533 medicines
educational systems, and cultural norms. Print technology and
534 more rapid

transportation aided the growth of organized religion. These
535 technological

Strike reference or replace with "organized
What exactly is being implied by the reference to "organized religion"? religion" with specific traditions that may have seen
It is the Abrahamic religions which are largely referred to as
growth as a result of print technology and rapid
"organized religions." Hinduism on the whole, like other ancient
transportation.
traditions do not fall within this grouping.

developments also facilitated the transformation of regional Indian
536 religious

traditions into a more unified Hinduism. Christian missionaries
537 made use of

The reference to "unified Hinduism" is vague at best, inaccurate at
worst. Technological developments in communication and travel may
have indeed increased exposure between regional traditions so that
Indians had more opportunites to learn about, become aware of, or
experience traditions other than their own, but the suggestion that
such advances led to a "more unified Hinduism" beyond already
shared religious beliefs and traditions needs clarification. Hindus
themselves began articulating a Hindu belief system, ethos, and
culture amongst the diversity of regional tradition.

Strike sentence.
May consider adding:
These developments also facilitated increased
opportunities for Indians to learn more about or
experience regional traditions other than their own.

colonial institutions and infrastructure to educate and evangelize
538 native peoples,

helping to broaden Christian presence around the world. Some
539 European
thinkers joined religious beliefs to Social Darwinian ideas about the
540 evolution of
races, leading to European efforts to “civilize” native peoples they
541 perceived as
“backward.” They also attempted to change practices involving
542 marriage and
women’s social roles to infuse Western notions of progress into the
543 basic
544 structures of society.
Grade 10
1471

This is quite a benign, if not unjustifiably positive presentation of the
impact of Christian missionaries and colonization on native and
indigenous traditions. It doesn't deal at all with the response or
impact on those being colonized or missionized. Hindus and people
from other colonized cultures were not passive recipients. More
importantly, with the broadened Christian presence around the world
came the annihilation of many indigenouse cultures and people
Incorporate broader perspectives, including those
(Aboriginal culture the most well known example) through varing
being colonized and/or missionized in describing
levels of violence -- be it physical, psychological, or financial.
the spread of Christianity.

numerous societies, such as Nigeria, the Sudan, and India, the
1472 revival of
religion—and of religion as an expression mode of political
1473 identity—has bred
tension and even outright violence between members of
1474 neighboring religious
1475 communities.

India is home to unparalleled linguistic, cultural, and religious
diversity. Often the sources of tension and conflict between (or within)
religious communities are complex, and the culprits varied. There has
never been a single theme to past events of violence, and thus no
one religious group is subject to blanket culpability. Nor has any
single religious group been the sole target of attack or victimization. Consider rewording to:
Consequently, greater context here would be helpful for students to
understand that religion is frequently only one, amongst many causes ...has often been one of many complex factors that
of tension or violence.
have led to tension...

